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Abstract
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To investigate the functionality of the Cartesian feedback ideal blocks with no
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subtracter, a modulator and a preamplifier in the top path and a demodulator and
a filter in the feedback path. The blocks that are discussed in this report are the
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1 Introduction
This report is the final year project in the Master of Science education “Applied
physics and electrical engineering” at Linköpings University.

My assignment was to do a circuit level design of a design a Cartesian Feedback
loop. All functional units including the power amplifier itself should be
implemented on the same chip in SiGe 0,35um IC- technology. Performance of
the linearised amplifier should be presented as simulation result.

This report contains 4 chapters and two appendixes. Next follows a brief
summary of the contents presented in this report.

Chapter 2: This chapter contain some background information about the
Cartesian feedback but the main part is the theory needed for understanding the
feedback constellation. This chapter also contain the three most commonly used
linearisation methods.

Chapter3: This chapter contains the design of the Cartesian feedback.

Chapter 4: The final result and a discussion about the performance of the
Cartesian feedback are presented in this chapter. Also a discussion about future
work is presented.

Appendix A: This appendix contains the definitions and functionality of the
MOSFET and BJT briefly.

Appendix B: A short description about the difference of class A, AB, B and C
amplifiers.
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2 Theory
This chapter will first of all contain a brief background about the importance of
linearisation. The next subchapter is about different types of distortion in
amplifiers and it will be followed by how these distortions can be measured. The
last part is about different linearisation techniques and the main part will be
about the Cartesian feedback.

2.1 Background
Presently there exist a great demand for wireless systems that achieve high data
transmission rate for example cellular phones and wireless Internet. To ensure
long battery stand-by time the power consumption needs to be low. As the
number of users are increasing, the signal band has to be used in an efficient
way and therefore the channels are close to each other. This expansion of
channels has led to a greater linearity demand on the power amplifiers, since no
channel interference is desired. A big problem with amplifiers is that a linear
amplifier has high power consumption, and this strong trade-off between
linearity and power efficiency in power amplifiers (PA) has motivated research
into linearisation techniques. [1]

(a) (b)

Figure 1. a, Channels and band. b, channel interference after amplification.

The fact that the channels are so close to each other, increases the linearity
demand on the power amplifier as mentioned. That is due to the fact that a non-
linear power amplifier will cause an expansion of the transmitted signals
spectrum into adjacent cannels producing interference for other users, this effect
is known as ACI (Adjacent Channel Interference), see Figure 1. [2]

The reason why a non-linear power amplifier causes an expansion is that when
two or more signals close to each other are amplified, the output will not only
contain the original signals but also intermodulation products of the original
signals. To be sure that nothing interfere the wireless communication there is a
need for a linear amplifier. More about distortion will be discussed in the
following chapter.

Channel
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2.2 Distortion in amplifiers
In any discussion where linearity is mentioned it is necessary to examine the
nature of amplifiers’ distortion. This chapter examines the various form of RF
amplifier distortion and the following chapter will present some of the standard
methods of measurement and characterisation. In this chapter we used reference
[3] if nothing else is mentioned.

2.2.1 Amplitude distortion
A perfect amplifier will have a linear transfer characteristic, where the output
voltage would be a scalar multiple of the input voltage, that is,

out 1 inV (t)=K V (t)

Where K1 is the voltage gain of the amplifier.

(a) (b)

Figure 2a and b. An outline diagram for the frequency response after amplification of an
ideal amplifier.

The output spectrum from such an amplifier will be identical to that of the input
and no new (extra) frequency components will be introduced either within or
outside the amplifier bandwidth as shown in Figure 2a and b.

2.2.1.1 Harmonic distortion
The simplest form of amplitude non-linearity may be illustrated by the addition
of a second term to the transfer characteristic.

2
out 1 in 2 inV (t)=K V (t) + K V (t)

This form of transfer characteristic is referred to as second-order due to the
power of two.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3a and b. An outline diagram for the input and output of a non-ideal amplifier.

This non-linear amplifier will introduce an extra frequency component, which
will appear at two times the original frequency. This gives rise to the term
second harmonic distortion used to describe the form of non-linear distortion
introduced by the second-order term in the transfer characteristic, shown in
Figure 3.

Examination of the amplitude of the second harmonic component indicates that
it will increase in proportion to the square of the input signal (and also in
proportion to the constant, K2). The amplitude of the fundamental frequency
component, however, will only increase in proportion to the voltage gain, K1. As
a result, the amplitude of the second harmonic will increase at a greater rate than
that of the fundamental component and at some input level both the fundamental
and the second order harmonic will have the same output, which is referred to
second order intercept point.

Note that a second order characteristic produces harmonic distortion but it does
not produce in-band intermodulation distortion (see below). This is an important
difference between even-order and odd-order non-linearities, even-order non-
linearities do not generate in-band intermodulation distortion.

2.2.1.2 ‘In-band’ intermodulation distortion
A very different set of problems occurs if an amplifier produces a third order
harmonics distortion. Then the transfer characteristic will be:

3
out 1 in 3 inV (t)=K V (t) + K V (t)

Although gain compression is obviously a problem for amplifiers with a third-
order non-linearity, of greater concern are the intermodulation products
appearing at 2f2 – f1 and 2f1 – f2 for example when mixing signals. These
distortion products appear ‘in-band’ and hence will distort the desired
waveshape of the original input signal. Furthermore, since these products appear
within the band of interest, it is usually impossible to filter them out, unlike the
harmonic products at 3f2 and 3f1. For this reason advanced amplifier
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linearisation techniques are required in order to secure the elimination of
intermodulation products.

2.2.2 AM-AM and AM-PM
Most of the discussions so far have concentrated on amplitude non-linearity,
which is the non-linear relationship between input power and output power
present in all practical amplifiers. This is often referred as AM-AM conversion.

Another effect is, however, also present and that is a conversion from amplitude
modulation on the input signal to phase modulation on the output signal, this is
known as AM-PM conversion. For an ideal amplifier, the output phase remains
constant, irrespective of the amplitude of the input signal. In the case of a real
amplifier, amplitude modulation present in the input signal will result in phase
modulation of the output signal.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. (a) IMD from AM-AM conversion, (b) IMD from AM-PM conversion, (c) IMD from
combined AM-AM and AM-PM conversion.

A real amplifier suffers from both forms of non-linearity to some degree and the
output spectrum will consist of a superposition of both effects. This
superposition can result in an asymmetry of the IMD products as seen in Figure
4.

2.2.3 Phase distortion
Phase distortion will appear when an amplifier does not delay all frequency
components in the input signal by the same amount when they reach the output.

2.2.4 Spurious signals
Some signals appear at the output of an amplifier and they have no obvious
relationship to the input signals being amplified. They may appear and disappear
randomly and may change frequency and level at will. Such signals are referred
to as spurious products and consist of parasitic and sub-harmonic oscillators
together with unwanted external interference.
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2.2.5 Noise
Noise can be loosely defined as any random interference unrelated to the signal
of interest. This definition distinguishes between noise and other phenomena
such as harmonic distortion and intermodulation. Present in all circuits is
thermal noise, generated by for example resistors, base and emitter resistance of
bipolar devices. There exist other types of noise as Gate noise, Drain current
noise in MOSFETs and also shot noise.[4] & [5]

Low noise is very important when designing a receiver, but when designing a
transmitter “in band distortion” is of larger concern.

2.3 Measuring distortion in amplifiers
There are many different ways of measure distortion in amplifiers or mixers,
two of the often used will be presented next.

2.3.1 1dB compression point
All amplifiers have some maximum output-power capacity, referred to as
saturated power or simply saturation (SAT) shown in Figure 5. Driving an
amplifier with a greater input signal will not produce an output above this level.
As an amplifier is driven closer to SAT, its deviation from a straight-line
response will increase. The output level will increase by a smaller amount for a
fixed increase in input signal and then reaching saturation, as also shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. This figure illustrates how the fundamental signal changes with input power.

A good way of measure distortion is to measure the input or output power at
which an amplifier’s gain reduces by 1dB from the strait line. This point is
referred to as the 1dB compression point, illustrated in Figure 6. [6]
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Figure 6. In this picture both the 1dB compression point and the third order intercept point
are illustrated.

2.3.2 Two-tone test
A two-tone intermodulation test is a relevant way to evaluate an amplifier or a
mixer performance because it mimics a real-world scenario in which both a
desired signal and a potential interferer (perhaps at a frequency just one channel
away) feed the input. Ideally, each of the two superposed RF inputs would be
translated in frequency without affecting each other. [5]

(a) (b)

Figure 7a and b. The input and output of an amplifier with intermodulation distortion.

When the two tones are at the input of a non-linear amplifier, it will generate
harmonic and intermodulation distortion, the distorted signals of interest are as
earlier mention the ‘in band’ distortion (intermodulation products). Of course
there can also exist more IMD than the third order non-linearity.

One good way of measure the intermodulation distortion (IMD) is by looking at
one of the two third-intermodulation products and compares that with one of the
wanted signals. The IP3 point is the point (input or output power referred) when
the fundamental signal has the same extracted power level as the third order
intermodulation product. For the same reason a second order intercept point
increases twice as fast as the fundamental, does the third order intermodulation
product raise three times faster than the fundamental signal, see Figure 6.
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2.4 Linearisation techniques
Linearisation is a systematic procedure for reducing an amplifier’s distortion.
There are many different ways of linearising an amplifier. Linearisation allow an
amplifier to produce more output power and operate at a higher level of
efficiency for a given level of distortion. [6]
The most common forms of linearisation techniques are:

• Feedforward
• Predistortion
• Feedback

This final year project is about how to design a linearisation technique called the
Cartesian feedback and the focus will be on that one. In this chapter the
reference used is [3] if nothing displayed.

2.4.1 Feedforward
In the simplest form, a feedforward amplifier consists of the elements shown in
Figure 8. The input signal is split into two signals; the frequency and phase are
the same but the amplitudes of the signals do not have to be equal. The main
amplifier amplifies the signal in the top path, and the non-linearities in this
amplifier result in intermodulation and harmonic distortion being added to the
original signal. A small part of the output signal from the power amplifier is
then fed into the subtracter where a time-delayed portion of the original signal,
present in the lower path, is subtracted. The result of this process is an error
signal that only contains the errors from the amplified signal in the top path. The
error signal is then amplified linearly to the same level as the delayed signal in
the top path. These two signals are then subtracted and the output now only
contains the wanted signal.

Figure 8. Configuration of a basic feedforward amplifier. [3]
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The blocks in the feedforward design can be made differently to suit the desired
application. This is true for the splitter and the subtracter, which can be designed
in two ways, either with integrated circuits (IC) or with distributed components
like transmission lines. The IC design can be made smaller but with distortion as
a disadvantage. The distributed components have greater size but don’t
introduce distortion in the same amount as the IC.

The advantage of using the feedforward technique is that the feedforward
correction doesn’t (ideally) reduce amplifier gain. This is in contrast to feedback
systems in which linearity is achieved at the expense of gain. Another advantage
is that the basic feedforward configuration is unconditionally stable. This is one
of the most important advantages.

The feedforward technique also suffers from a lot of drawbacks. One of them is
that changes in device characteristics with time or temperatures are not
compensated in a feedforward system. Another disadvantage is due to the
splitting part and the adder, they will cause distortion when designed in IC. The
use of transmission lines can decrease the distortion but the transmission lines
can’t be designed on a small chip. Another problem when using this
linearisation technique on IC is that the circuit complexity is generally greater
than that of a feedback system, particularly with the requirement for a second
(error) amplifier. This usually results in greater size and cost. A second order
feedforward amplifier is when an extra feedforward loop is in either the top or
the bottom path the original loop to improve the linearisation.

2.4.2 Predistortion
Predistortion is conceptually the simplest form of linearisation for a RF power
amplifier. A fundamental advantage of RF and IF predistortion is the ability to
linearise the entire bandwidth of an amplifier or system simultaneously. It is
therefore ideal for use in wide band multicarier systems, such as satellite
amplifiers or in cellular base station applications.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. A basic illustration of how the predistortion technique is working.

=
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These three figures illustrate how a predistortion technique is basically working.
Before the signal reaches the amplifier it will be distorted. Then this signal will
be distorted again in the main power amplifier and the result will be as if the
power amplifier worked linearly.

The drawback of using a predistortion technique is that it has to operate different
due to temperature, frequency and power level. To ensure the accuracy of the
linearisation technique a lot of process power is needed, this result in high power
consumption. Then the idea of linearise a power amplifier fails when it is more
efficient to use a more linear amplifier with higher power consumption.

2.4.3 Cartesian feedback
Cartesian feedback is a common technique for linearisation of RF power
amplifiers, which carry signals having amplitude variation [7]. Cartesian
feedback should more accurately be referred to as a transmitter linearisation
technique since the design is a complete transmitter rather than an amplifier. The
design of a Cartesian feedback will be presented in chapter 3.

2.4.3.1 Cartesian feedback principle
This subchapter will first explain the operational principle of the Cartesian
feedback. The next part will explain the functionality of the modulation in the
Cartesian feedback.
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Operational principle

The base-band input signals are processed in I and Q form. I stands for
Interphase and Q stands for quaterphase (i.e. 90 deg of I)These signals are fed
into the differential amplifiers that form the subtraction process in order to
generate the error signals. The outputs of the differential amplifiers are then up-
converted to RF by a local oscillator. The resultant RF signals from the two
paths are then combined to produce a complex RF output signal. The non-linear
power amplifier then amplifies this low-power RF signal before feeding the
antenna.

Figure 10. A picture over the CF structure. [8]

A small part of the output signal from the power amplifier is fed to the down-
conversion mixers at a suitable level. These mixers are supplied with exactly the
same local oscillator signals (appropriately phase-shifted) as the up-conversion
mixers and hence the up-and down conversion processes is coherent. The down-
converted output signals forms the feedback path to the differential amplifiers,
closing the two loops. The orthogonal nature of the feedback system means that
the two feedback paths operate completely independently, thus ensuring that
both AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics are linearised.

The phase adjust, δ, in the figure above is necessary to ensure synchronous
demodulation of the base-band signal. Feedback stability margins degrade as
this adjustment departs from the optimum, and instability can be the result. The
exact phase shift required can drift over time, temperature, and process
variation, and usually changes with carrier frequency. To allow for linearisation
at the maximum symbol rate, this phase shift must be regulated as accurately as
possible. In addition, rejection of drift with temperature demands continuous
regulation. [1]
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Modulation principle

By looking at the signal path the functionality of the modulation can be
explained more in detail. The input signals in a Cartesian feedback system are:

1sin( )I A tω=
1sin( )Q A tω ϕ= + where ϕ is 90o

Suppose that the design blocks are ideal, and ignore the feedback path, the
subtracter won’t change these signals. Then the I and Q signals feed the
modulation mixers. These mixers have the local oscillator signals:

2sin( )ILO B tω=
2sin( )QLO B tω ϕ= +

The mixer output in the I-path then becomes:

( )1 2 2 1 2 1sin( ) sin( ) cos[( ) ] cos[( ) ]
2I

AB
I LO A t B t t tω ω ω ω ω ω= = − − +i i i i

and the Q-path:

( )1 2 2 1 2 1sin( ) sin( ) cos[( ) ] cos[( ) ]
2Q

AB
Q LO A t B t t tω ϕ ω ϕ ω ω ω ω= + + = − + +i i i i

These two paths are then added before entering the RF PA and this input signal
now only contain one frequency, the LO frequency minus the input signal
frequency.

( )2 1cos[( ) ]Modulation output AB tω ω= − i

By exchange the inputs, I and Q, the output frequency will be the LO frequency
plus the input frequency.

2.4.3.2 Feedback theory
Consider the generalised feedback system shown in Figure 11. The forward path
contains a system that is requiring control, which will be an up-conversion and
an amplifier in a Cartesian feedback. But in this simple case it will be an
amplifier. The feedback path contains a potential divider but can also be of more
complex structure. The subtracter is the component that generates an error signal
from the input and the feedback output signal.
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The forward path is now an imperfect amplifier with gain A, and the feedback
path is a voltage divider with gain 1/K. The subtracter is of unity gain. A system
input signal, x(t), will result in an error signal, xe(t) appearing at the input of the
amplifier. This signal will be amplified to the system output signal, y(t), given
by: y(t)=Axe(t).This output signal is processed by the voltage divider, resulting
in the reference signal for the subtracter, yr(t), where: yr(t)= y(t)/K.

Figure 11. Feedback applied around an amplifier system. [3]

The error signal xe(t), is now defined by: xe(t)= x(t) - yr(t). The transfer function
will then be given by:

KA
y(t)= x(t)

K+A

Assuming, for the moment, that the amplifier gain is much greater than the
voltage division ratio, that is, A K , then A+K A and, to a good
approximation, y(t)=Kx(t)

The resulting system is now having a considerably lower gain than the original
amplifier. But the amplifiers has gained in terms of reliability and stability since
the division ratio of the voltage divider (K) is usually very stable with, for
example, temperature and time. The requirement for the main amplifier gain, A,
to be much greater than the division ratio of the potential divider has a
significant bearing on a RF system. RF gain, particularly at higher power levels,
is expensive to achieve, due to both the relatively low gain and high cost of RF
power devices. Only small amounts of feedback can therefore be applied to
individual power stages, with the resulting effect on distortion being
proportionately less.
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Figure 12. Feedback applied around an amplifier system with distortion. [3]

In the above discussion, the effect of the distortion added by the amplifier was
not considered explicitly. The effect of noise and distortion may be analysed by
the addition of an adder junction in the forward path into which the noise and
distortion, d(t), are added. This situation is illustrated in Figure 12. This set-up
will have the transfer function:

K(Ax(t)+d(t))
y(t)=

K+A

Assuming, for the moment, that the amplifier gain is much greater than the
voltage division ratio, that is, A K , then A+K A and therefore:

Kd(t)
y(t)=Kx(t) +

A

Thus any distortion in the top path will be reduced by the feedback. However
distortion added in the feedback path will act as a new input signal and therefore
the distortion in the feedback path will not be reduced. [3]

A stability analysis is always necessary when introducing a feedback, if the
feedback is not correctly used the system will be unstable. This is due to the
time taken for a signal to pass through a component. This time give the system a
decreasing phase margin which is proportional to time, and frequency. If the top
path in the system has a negative phase margin or if the phase-crossover
frequency is less than the crossover frequency, the system is unstable, see Figure
13. It is therefore very important to design a fast system when designing in high
frequencies. [9]
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Figure 13. Definitions of phase margin. [9]

Explanations to the figure above:
mϕ Phase margin, this explains the phase at unity gain minus 180o.

pω Phase-crossover frequency

cω Crossover frequency

2.4.3.3 Cartesian feedback theory
Consider the Cartesian loop shown in Figure 14. The open loop output signal
due to an I-channel input signal, SI(s), might be written as:

Sout(s) = F1(s)M1(s)GA(s)SI(s) + D(s)

D(s) is a term representing the distortion added by the power amplifier. The
other terms are representing the gain of the different components, as indicated in
Figure 14. The situation for the Q-channel input signal is completely analogous,
and will not be considered. When the loop is closed, the above expression
becomes:

Sout(s) = F1(s)M1(s)GA(s)SEI(s) + D(s) (1)

Where SEI is the I-channel error signal term, and it is given by:

SEI(s)= SI(s) – [L(s)D1(s)Sout(s) + DFI(s)] (2)
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Figure 14 Analysis diagram of a Cartesian- loop transmitter.[3]

The term DFI(s), represent the distortion present in the feedback loop and this is
assumed to be added at the output of the down-conversion mixer. Combining (1)
and (2) gives the closed-loop output signal for the transmitter with an I-channel
input signal. Assuming that the loop gain I IA 1β the closed loop output signal
becomes:

1 FI
out

I 1

S (s) D(s) D (s)
S (s) + +

A I Iβ β β
≈

Where AI= F1(s)M1(s)GA(s) and βI= L(s)D1(s)

The forward path distortion, D(s), which predominantly consists of the distortion
introduced by the RF power amplifier, may therefore be suppressed to a lower
level, matching with the required gain and phase margins. It is important to note
that the same is not true for the distortion introduced in the feedback path,
generally by the non-linearities in the down-conversion mixers. These mixers
must therefore be carefully chosen to have a high third-order intercept point, and
must also be driven at a suitably low level.

When designing a feedback system, as earlier said, the stability must be
guarantied. A good result of using a base-band signal in the feedback path is that
the time-delay through this path is relatively small in comparison to the time
taken for a complete cycle of the desired RF signal, this makes the problem of
achieving amplifier stability considerably easier in a Cartesian feedback. The
base-band signal bandwidth though will be quite narrow, ~20 MHz [10]. [3]
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2.4.3.4 Advantages
There are several advantages of using a Cartesian feedback as a linearisation
technique. The Cartesian feedback is not sensitive to changes of device
characteristic with time or temperature, this is the main reason why this
feedback technique is commonly used. Another advantage is that this design is
not amplifier specific, the amplifier could easily be exchanged.

Another good reason of why using the Cartesian feedback is due to the design
constellation. The upper part except the subtracter is a transmitter design. This
part is needed in a transmitter anyhow, so the extra design elements are the
filter, down-conversion and the subtracter. The Cartesian feedback can also be
implemented on one single chip.

2.4.3.5 Drawbacks
The performance of a Cartesian feedback is highly dependent on the reliability
of the feedback path. Any error or noise generated in this path is directly
reflected to the output of the amplifier. The design elements in the feedback path
must therefore be carefully chosen. Another disadvantage is the limited
bandwidth, this is due to the feedback path. The signal is delayed in time in the
top and feedback path, the maximum bandwidth is then one divided by the total
delay time. [7]

Another drawback of using the Cartesian feedback is that it can be unstable, to
ensure stability the block in the top path must be design fast enough, so the
phase margin is kept larger than zero. Every feedback system suffers from the
reduction of gain, and the Cartesian feedback is no exception.
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3 The design of a Cartesian feedback
The design of the Cartesian feedback was made in several steps. The first step
was to design a power amplifier that later could be linearised. The following
steps were to design one block at the time in the Cartesian feedback and
investigate how the result was changing. All designs and simulations were made
in Cadence 4.4.5. The supply voltage for the design was 3V. The amplifier and
the Cartesian feedback are made differential to improve the design, this due to
lowered ground currents and thereby lowered induction between the bond wires,
when the chip being manufactured.

3.1 Power amplifier
The first circuit to design in the Cartesian feedback was a power amplifier (PA).
This PA ought to be a differential amplifier that should deliver 22dBm power to
an antenna and have an efficiency of at least 30%.

Figure 15. Schematic over the power amplifier.

The design variables are:

ICQ The DC current through the transistor.
M The multiplication of the size of the transistors.
RL The load resistance.
Vbias This voltage controls the gate-to-source voltage.
res The resistor for the bias voltage.
ind The inductor, who feeds the DC power to the collector.
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The definitions and the functionality of the BJT (Bipolar Junction Transistor)
are briefly discussed in Appendix A

The DC current through the transistor could be calculated given the collector
efficiency η:

2

o

o CQ DD

P

P I V
η =

+ i i
The output power 22dBm corresponds to

22( )1010 160oP mW= ≈ . Then the ICQ
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Notice: When the ICQ is less than irf the amplifier works in a class AB. In this
mode the current through the transistor is cut off in the lower end, see Figure 16
and Appendix B.

To determine the load resistance, RL, the equation , max
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gives the opportunity to raise the maximum output power and therefore RL was
chosen to 25Ω. The amplifier was also most linear when the RL equals 25Ω was
chosen in comparison to other numbers, this was investigated by a number of
simulations.

Figure 16. Current through one of the npn transistors in the PA.
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By changing M and Vbias the right ICQ could be reached. Different simulations
were made for different M and the corresponding Vbias. And for 6M = the
current through the load resistance was maximised. The total emitter area for the
transistor then becomes 447.84 µm2. The last variable was the resistor, res. By
changing the resistor there was no big changes observed and a value of 300Ω
was chosen.

ICQ M RL Vbias Res Ind

60.2mA 6 25Ω 955mV 300Ω 2nH

Table 1. Chosen parameter values for the PA.

The functionality was controlled by a number of simulations. The ones of most
interest were the 1dB compression point and the third order intermodulation
point. The figures presenting the simulations are shown below. There is also a
graph over the voltage gain and phase of the PA.

(a) (b)

Figure 17(a) and (b). The 1dB compression point for the power amplifier, input frequency 2,4
GHz and the intermodulation point for input frequencies 2,39 GHz and 2,41GHz.

To establish the efficiency for an amplifier there are two ways:

1) Collector efficiency: 1
out

DC

P

P
η ≡

2) Power added efficiency: 2
out in

DC

P P

P
η −≡

By looking at different input power and the corresponding output power the
efficiency is changing. Here follows a table of the efficiency. The second option,
power added efficiency, was chosen since the input power is taken into account.
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Input power Output
power

Efficiency

2.16dBm 13.4dBm 5.6%

5.67dBm 16.4dBm 11%

10.83dBm 19.4dBm 20.7%

16.83dBm 22.4dBm 34.7%

23dBm 25.4dBm 61%

30dBm 28.3dBm 49%

Table 2. Efficiency for different input powers.

As seen in the table above, the efficiency was increased with input power. The
efficiency of interest was the efficiency when the amplifier is working correctly,
that would say 3dB less than the 1dB compression. At this input power the
efficiency is 5.6%, which is not so good. Hopefully this will be increased by the
Cartesian feedback.

The phase-margin for this PA is negative since the phase-crossover frequency
(11GHz) is less than the crossover frequency (40GHz). This means that this
amplifier will be unstable in a feedback system. But in this specific case there
was a low-pass filter in the feedback path and therefore the frequencies that
could cause instability won’t be subtracted to in the feedback path.

(a) (b)

Figure 18. Voltage gain, (a), and phase, (b), verses frequency.
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Power
consumption Efficiency

Voltage
gain

1dB
compression

point
IP3

Band
width fT

362mW 5.6% 21.4dB 16.4dBm 27dBm 5.2GHz 40GHz

Table 3. The performance of the PA.

The total power consumption for this PA was 362mW and the output power
where saturated at 28.3dBm according to Figure 17(a). The maximum voltage
gain was observed at the frequency of 2.3GHz and with the corresponding gain
was 21.4dB. The frequencies where the gains have been lowered by 3dB are
827MHz and 6.04GHz which gives a bandwidth of 5.2GHz.

This amplifier should now be linearised by the Cartesian feedback.

3.2 Ideal Cartesian feedback
To get a good idea of the functionality of the Cartesian feedback, the design of
an ideal Cartesian feedback with no losses felt necessary. The building blocks
where filter, adder (subtracter), down-conversion, up-conversion and a
preamplifier. The Figure 19, is presenting a schematic view over the design.

Figure 19. A schematic view over the design, grey area indicates non-ideal.

All of these blocks in the figure above except the PA were made in a
programming language called AHDL. They were made ideal with no current
consumption, just to control the functionality of the Cartesian feedback. The
input signal was a 10MHz sine-wave and the mixers local oscillator frequency
was 2.4GHz. The low-pass filter has a bandwidth of 45MHz.

One good way of testing the Cartesian feedback is by first measureing the 1dB
compression point without the feedback i.e. B equals zero, and then with the
feedback path to see the difference in linearity.
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(a) (b)

Figure 20. This figure illustrates the 1dB compression point for an ideal system with no
feedback, (a), and with feedback, (b).

In the simulation with no feedback the 1dB compression has been lowered by
1.4dBm in comparison with only the PA, as seen in Figure 20. The most
probable reason why there has been a decrease in linearity, is that the current
into the amplifier was not controlled in the same way. When only the amplifier
was tested there was a port with a specific input power. In the case of the
Cartesian feedback ideal design there was a voltage to current converter to
introduce a current into the PA.

When the feedback path was connected there were two parameters that affects
the result, the preamplifier gain, A, and the feedback amplifier gain, B. When
these values were chosen, stability has number one priority. The feedback path
never has to be greater then the input signal at the subtracter, then instability will
occur. The final result has been chosen throughout a number of simulations. The
chosen values for A and B were, 4 and 0.410 respectively. And for these values
the 1dB compression point has increased to 21dBm, and thereby shown that the
Cartesian feedback is working.

The power added efficiency has been increased to 19.5% in comparison to 5.6%
without the Cartesian feedback. And it has increased to 38.4% in comparison to
11% when locking at the 1dB compression point.
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(a) (b)

Figure 21. A dft analysis of the output signal without and with the feedback.

Another test to control the functionality of the Cartesian feedback was
performed by doing a two-tone test. To create the two tones necessary the
Cartesian feedback inputs were identical and there was no difference in the local
oscillator signal between the I and Q signals. Then there will be two inputs
signals to the RF PA, 2.39GHz and 2.41GHz. These input signals would cause
IMD to the output signal. The two graphs above show how efficient the
Cartesian feedback is to reduce these IMD signals. These two simulations were
made at the same output power, 10.7dBm. This output power was at the 1dB
compression point for the two-tone test without feedback. And in the graphs
there can be seen clearly that the Cartesian feedback has reduced the third order
non-linearities by 45.4-28.4 = 17dB.

Total power
consumption 1dB IMD Efficiency

362mW 21dBm 45.4dB 34.8%

Table 4. Performance of the ideal Cartesian feedback.
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3.3 Differential subtracter
This chapter will present the design of the differential subtracter. In the next
chapter the ideal subtracter in the Cartesian feedback will be exchanged with a
real circuit. The subchapter also contain the performance of the subtracter in the
feedback.

3.3.1 Design of a differential subtracter
The first block that will not be an ideal design was the differential subtracter.
This subtracter was made in CMOS technology, this means that there exist both
n-type and p-type transistors. In appendix A the definitions and functionality of
the MOSFET is explained.

The design was simply three operational amplifiers (OP) see Figure 22. B is just
a reflection image of A, otherwise they are exactly the same. The A and B OPs
have both a differential input and a single-ended output. These single-ended
outputs feed the input of the final stage C, this stage thou have both differential
input and output.

Figure 22. Schematic view over the subtracter.

When designing this subtracter there were of importance that the outputs of C
were 180o out of phase, even if the differential inputs were in phase. That was
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because of the following design block, the mixer, which won’t work properly
when the input signals were in phase.

The output of A produces a Vina+ - Vina- signal, and the block B produces a Vinb- -
Vinb+ output signal. When these two signals feed the final block C the final
output will be:

(Vina+ - Vina-) – (Vinb- - Vinb+) = Vina+ + Vinb+ - (Vina- + Vinb-)

(a) (b)

Figure 23. A closer look at the subtracter contents.

Transistor Width Length Number
of fingers

Region ICQ VT G/D/S [V]

T1, p-type 4.69µm 490nm 5 Active 500µA -801mV 1.5/3/1.5

T2, n-type 2.415µm 490nm 3 Active 500µA 685mV 1.8/1.5/0.4

T3, n-type 5.005µm 490nm 10 Active 1.00mA 589mV 0.916/0.4/0

T4, p-type 10.01µm 490nm 5 Linear 197µA -823mV 1.5/3/2.93

T5, n-type 8.015µm 490nm 8 Active 197µA 682mV 1.2/2.93/0.43

T6, n-type 20.09µm 490nm 5 Active 394.5µA 588mV 0.7/0.43/0

Table 5. A specification of the subtracter. G/D/S stands for DC voltage at the gate, drain and
source.
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An explanation of the table above:

Transistor: The transistor in Figure 23.
Width: The width of the transistor finger, not the total width.
Length: The transistor length.
Number of fingers: The total number of fingers for that transistor.
Region: Which region the transistor is operating in.
ICQ: The DC current through that transistor.
VT: The threshold voltage for that transistor, the

ones with negative sign is p-type.
G/D/S: The DC voltage at the gate, drain and source

respectively.

In Table 5 the chosen values for the subtracter design are shown. The T3 and T6
transistors set the DC current through T1, T2, T4 and T5 and to be sure that the
T3 and T6 was working in the active region the DC level 2 and 4 was chosen
around 400mV. The DC level 1 control both the gate and drain voltage of T1. A
value of obout 1.5V felt like a good choice to start with and this was also the
final value chosen.

When a start value was chosen for the DC current and DC node voltages the
sizes of the transistors could be found through simulations. This procedure went
on and on by changing the start values and simulating the transistor sizes until it
worked properly.

Vbias Res

1.5V 600Ω

Table 6. The final parametric values for the subtracter.

This subtracter has a very wide bandwidth, 830MHz, as shown in Figure 24, but
the frequencies subtracting was only about 10-30MHz. This wide bandwidth
was to keep the time delay as short as possible at the 10-30MHz. Short time
delay means low phase shift and thereby greater phase margin. One thought in
the beginning was to combine the filter and the subtracter by just lowering the
bandwidth, but that would result in a decrease in phase margin that could not be
accepted in a feedback system.
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(a) (b)

Figure 24. Voltage and phase verses frequency.

The output swing of this subtracter was very low, ~50mV, this is not good
because of the following design block in the Cartesian feedback, the mixer. For
the mixer chosen it was more desirable with a high input swing. And to
compensate this subtracter weakness a simple differential amplifier was the
simplest solution to increase the swing. The design of the amplifier will be
presented in the next subchapter.

In the small signal analysis in Figure 24 the gain is 1.1dB, which is then true for
small signals. But when the input swing is about ~300mV peak to peak it is not
a small signal, the output gain has then significant decreases, this was due to the
small output swing. The subtracter was then unconditionally stable because of
the decrease in gain for the input swing of interest.

Power
consumption

Total current
consumption Bandwidth

7.195mW 2.398mA 830MHz

Table 7. The performance of the differential subtracter.

The total current consumption for the differential subtracter was 2.398mA. This
is quite high, but no solution was found to lower the current consumption when
the output had to be out of phase.

The next step was to design an amplifier that would be between the subtracter
and the mixer.
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3.3.1.1 The design of a differential amplifier
The design of a differential amplifier was necessary to ensure a good input
swing for the up-conversion mixer. The design was of the same type as for the
subtracter OP design. The final transistor parameter values are shown in Table 8
and the design is shown in Figure 25.

To design a differential amplifier the same method was used as for the design of
the differential subtracter. The real main difference was that the current
consumption was significantly smaller this time. The input signal was always
180o out of phase so there was no difficulty to produce an 180o out of phase
output. The output swing was 800mV peak to peak, which was more than
needed for the up-conversion mixer.

Figure 25. A schematic view of the differential amplifier.

Transistor Width Length
Number

of
fingers

Region ICQ VT G/D/S [V]

T7, p-type 3.01µm 490nm 4 Linear 487.1µA -802mV 1/3/2.38

T8, n-type 1.995µm 490nm 4 Active 487.1µA 690mV 1.8/2.38/0.45

T9, n-type 20.09µm 490nm 5 Active 974.2µA 588mV 0.789/0.45/0

Table 8. Transistor parameter values for the differential amplifier
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Figure 26. Small signal analysis for the differential amplifier

The amplifier gain was about 7,7dB and the bandwidth 405MHz. The phase at
10 MHz was -1,3o as can be seen in Figure 26. Stability information can also be
seen in the figure above and this amplifier was stable when put in a feedback
system, this according to positive phase margin.

Power
consumption

Total current
consumption Bandwidth

2.9mW 974.2µA 405MHz

Table 9. Performance of the differential amplifier.

3.3.2 The subtracter in the Cartesian feedback
When the subtracter is mentioned from now on both the subtracter and the
amplifier are seen as a subtracter unit.

In Figure 26 a schematic view over the Cartesian feedback with a non-ideal
subtracter and RF amplifier together with the other ideal design blocks are
presented.

Figure 27. Schematic view over the Cartesian feedback, grey areas indicate non-ideal.
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When this non-ideal subtracter was introduced into the ideal Cartesian feedback
some decrease in performance was expected. The 1dB compression point
performance is shown below, and as can be seen the compression point, when
no feedback was applied, has decreased to 14.7dBm. This is a 0.3dBm
difference in comparison to the ideal Cartesian feedback system. When adding
the feedback the 1dB compression increased to 20.6dBm that is 0.4dBm less
than in the ideal case. This indicates that the non-linearities that were introduced
by the subtracter in the Cartesian feedback were not compensated by the
feedback. If it were the 1dB compression point would be at lest 0.2dBm larger.

(a) (b)

Figure 28. The 1dB compression point before, (a), and after applying feedback, (b).

The chosen values for the feedback were 5 and 0.220 for A and B respectively.
These were as before chosen by simulations.

(a) (b)

Figure 29. A dft analysis of the output signal without and with the feedback.
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After the 1dB compression point simulation a two-tone test was made analogues
as in the ideal case. As can be seen in Figure 29 there is an increase in the
distance between the fundamental and the third IMD in the two-tone test. The
IMD distortion has been decreased by 44.6-27.5dB = 17.1dB. The difference in
IMD distortion is about the same as in the ideal case but the final IMD distortion
has been decreased to 44.6dB (45dB in the ideal case).

Total power
consumption

1dB
compression

point
IMD Efficiency

376.4mW 20.6dBm 44.6dB 30%

Table 10. Performance of the subtracter in the Cartesian feedback.

3.4 Up-conversion mixer
The next block in the Cartesian feedback design was the Cartesian mixer. How
the mixer was designed is presented in the following chapter. And how the
mixer affected the Cartesian feedback when exchanged by the ideal will be
presented in 3.4.2.
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3.4.1 Design of an up-conversion mixer
There are a number of different types of up-conversions mixers. The chosen
mixer was found in an article,[11], on the IEEE homepagei. This mixer had a
capability to reach the performance needed in this design.

Figure 30. Schematic view over the mixer.

This mixer has a single ended LO input but a differential input signal. The
output was also differential. The transistors were of minimum length (350nm) to
provide a fast system. The T3 was working in the linear region to provide linear
multiplication between the LO signal and the input signal. This mixer is an up-
conversion mixer, this means that the output frequency is higher than the input
frequency. A high-speed current buffer is a solution to provide this high
frequency output.

i http://ieeexplore.ieee.org
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Figure 31. A high- speed low-input impedance current/mirror circuit.

The source of a MOS transistor is typically used as an input for a current buffer
circuit. By applying shunt feedback at the input, the input impedance can be
further reduced. This principle is used in the current buffer circuit shown in
Figure 31. This nMOS-only circuit was the key issue in this mixer design. It
operates as a current amplifier in unity feedback that has a low impedance input
and copies the signal current to the output; the small error current flowing into
MC result in a large gate voltage swing for MF1 so that all input current signal
flows into MF1and copies with MF2 to the output.

R2 works as a voltage shifter and C1 assures the feedback at high frequencies.

Transistor Width Length Number
of fingers

Region ICQ VT G/D/S [V]

T1, p-type 17.71µm 350nm 10 Active 1.74mA -806mV 1.82/2.4/3

T2, n-type 9.485µm 350nm 12 Active 1.7mA 800mV 2.5/2.4/1.5

T3, n-type 3.01µm 350nm 6 Linear ~0mA 824mV 2.35/1.5/1.5

T4, n-type 2.87µm 350nm 4 Active 1.7mA 561mV 1.56/1.5/0

T5, n-type 1.19µm 350nm 2 Active 41µA 550mV .803/1.56/0

Table 11. The mixer parameter values for the transistor.
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Table 12. The lumped parameter values.

To provide a fast mixer the signal path consists only of n-type transistor. The T5
transistor sets the current through the resistor R2 and the T1 transistor sets the
current through T2 and T4.

The final result was chosen through simulations. The DC node values were
chosen so that the transistors (except T3) were operating in the active region
even in AC. And by changing the LO DC, VLO amplitude and the DC input
level as well as the resistor (R2) the final result was found. The final result is
presented in Table 11 and 12.

(a) (b)

Figure 32. The 1dB compression point and the IP3 of the mixer.

Total power
consumption

Total current
consumption

Input 1dB
compression IIP3

20.6mW 6.9mA -16.5dBm -6.1dBm

Table 13. Performance of the up-conversion mixer.

ICQ

R1 898Ω 1.7mA

R2 20KΩ 41µm

C1 1pF 0mA
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3.4.2 The mixer in the Cartesian feedback
When the mixer was added to the Cartesian feedback only the adder and the
preamplifier was ideal in the top path. When doing a 1dB compression point
simulation the result had significant decreased. This was due to second order
non-linearities in the mixer. A lot of harmonics were produced as can be seen in
Figure 33. The following adder was ideal (infinite bandwidth) and that result in
all these frequencies being fed into the main amplifier and causes a decrease in
linearity.

Figure 33. The mixer frequency output

As the following non-ideal high frequency adder will reduce the gain for
frequencies above ~2.5GHz the performance of the mixer in the Cartesian
feedback will discussed at the same time as the high frequency adder.

3.5 High frequency differential adder
The last block to design in the top path except the preamplifier is the high
frequency adder. This chapter will present the design and the performance of the
high frequency adder. The last subchapter will present the adder and the mixer
in the Cartesian feedback.

3.5.1 Design of a high frequency differential adder
This design is very similar to the design of the subtracter. The difference
between these two designs is the bandwidth demands. To ensure a high
bandwidth the last block C has to be changed from that in the subtracter design.
Also the feedback in the A and B block was taken away to improve the
bandwidth.
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Figure 34. Schematic view over the high frequency adder.

The C block is a source follower and this circuit is faster than the one used in the
subtracter design. The goal of this design was to optimise the bandwidth, which
was achieved throughout a number of simulations. The DC bias and the
transistor sizes were changed until the bandwidth demand was satisfied. In Table
14 and 15 the final parameter values for the adder are shown.

(a) (b)

Figure 35. A closer look at the adder contents.
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Transistor Width Length
Number

of
fingers

Region ICQ VT G/D/S [V]

T1, p-type 3.85µm 350nm 5 Linear 749µA -795mV 1.1/2.57/3

T2, n-type 3.5µm 350nm 4 Active 749µA 628mV 1.5/2.57/0.4

T3, n-type 10.01µm 350nm 5 Active 1.5mA 582mV 0.921/0.4/0

T4, p-type 5.005µm 350nm 13 Active 810µA 819mV 2.8/3/1.8

T5, n-type 2.485µm 350nm 4 Active 810µA 644mV 1.7/1.8/0.4

T6, n-type 5.005µm 350nm 7 Active 1.62mA 582mV 1.052/0.4/0

Table 14. The specification of the adder.

Cap Res Vbias Vbias 2 Ibias 1 Ibias 2

1nF 1MΩ 1.1V 1.7V 0.921V 1.052V

Table 15.Parametric values for the adder

The performance of this adder was controlled by a number of simulations, the
small signal analysis is shown below. The adder reached a bandwidth of 2,6GHz
and it was stable when put in a feedback system because of the positive phase-
margin.

(a) (b)

Figure 36. A small signal analysis of the adder
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The power consumption for this adder is quite high, but this is due to ensure the
high bandwidth.

Power
consumption

Total current
consumption Gain Band width

13.85mW 4.618mA 4dB 2.6GHz

Table 16. Performance of the high frequency adder.

3.5.2 The high frequency differential adder in the Cartesian
feedback

When the mixer and the adder were added to the Cartesian feedback system the
1dB compression point value still wasn’t satisfied. The high frequencies that
earlier was a problem had now decreased, but the modulation feed-through
signal at 10MHz was quite large. A high-pass filter was added before the high
frequency adder and a significant increase in the 1dB compression point was
observed. The final 1dB compression point with and without feedback path
being added is seen in Figure 39.

Figure 37. Schematic view over the Cartesian feedback, grey areas indicate non-ideal.

Figure 38. Schematic view over the filter added in the Cartesian feedback.
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C L

150fF 1µH

Table 17. Values for the filter.

Figure 39. 1dB compression point with and without the feedback path being added.

The 1dB compression point without the feedback had decreased 1dBm in
comparison when only the subtracter unit was in the feedback system, but it still
increased to 19.9dBm when the feedback path was added. This really shows
how efficient this feedback path really is to decrease non-linearites in the
system. Also a two-tone test was done analogous as for the previous cases.

Figure 40. A dft analyses of the output signal with and without the feedback path being added.
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3.6 Feedback path
The design of the down-conversion mixers and the filter in the feedback path is
two of the most difficult to design due to that any errors introduced in the
feedback path will be reflected to the output of the system. But these two blocks
will not be discussed in this report.
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4 Result and discussion
In this chapter the final result and a discussion about the performance of the
different design steps in the Cartesian feedback are presented.

4.1 Power amplifier
The result of the amplifier was a little bit hard to evaluate because I didn’t know
how much the Cartesian feedback would affect the efficiency and the output
power. The final result is displayed in the table below.

1dB
compression

point
IP3

Total power
consumption

Power added
efficiency at

P1dB

16.4dBm 27dBm 362mW 11%

Table 18. Performance of the RF PA.

4.2 Ideal Cartesian feedback
The ideal Cartesian feedback consists of ideal blocks, made by a programming
language called AHDL and a non-ideal RF amplifier. When testing this
linearisation technique by simulation the result was very good. An increase in
output power by 6dBm was observed. This confirms the Cartesian feedback
theory, which shows an increase in efficiency. The table below show the
performance of the feedback.

1dB
compression

point
IMD

Total power
consumption

Power added
efficiency at

P1dB

21dBm 45.4dB 362mW 34.8%

Table 19. Performance of the ideal Cartesian feedback.
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4.3 Differential subtracter
The design of the subtracter was tricky due to the need to ensure the 180o out of
phase for the output. And therefore the current consumption was quite high. The
subtracter also suffers from a low output swing, which resulted in an extra OP to
produce the input needed for the mixer.

1dB
compression

point
IMD

Total power
consumption

Power added
efficiency at

P1dB

20.6dBm 44.6dB 376.4mW 30.0%

Table 20. Performance of the subtracter in the Cartesian feedback.

I believe that there exists a better subtracter design that could ensure a good
output swing. I haven’t found any satisfied solutions to the problems but this
should really be more investigated. The main target is to lower the current
consumption.

4.4 Up-conversion mixer
The design of the mixer was more straightforward as I had an article of the
design of this mixer. Of course we had different transistor models and different
supply voltages. Nevertheless the power consumption of this mixer is 20.6mW,
and I believe that is too much if the system should work properly. So the current
consumption has to be lowered.

4.5 High frequency differential adder
The adder design reached the bandwidth necessary to ensure functionality.
When the up-conversion mixers and the adder was exchanged in the Cartesian
feedback the power added efficiency decreases, this was due to the high power
consumption of the up-conversion mixer.

1dB
compression

point
IMD

Total power
consumption

Power added
efficiency at

P1dB

19.9dBm 45dB 437.5mW 22.3%

Table 21.Performance of the Cartesian feedback when the top path is non-ideal.
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If we look in a more interesting way the power consumption of the up-
conversion mixer and the adder should not be taken into account since these
block are necessary in a transmitter unit anyhow. Then the power added
efficiency increases to 30.5%. The power amplifier with the Cartesian feedback
was suppose to deliver 22dBm, but this goal was not fulfilled. The designed
system had a 1dB compression of 19.9 and.

4.6 Future work
The Cartesian feedback technique is a very interesting way of linearise a RF
power amplifier and of course should be more investigated and tested in
different applications. To improve this design mainly the power consumption
must be reduced but I also believe that the power amplifier has to be designed in
a different way to reach the goal of a total output of 22dbm

I believe that the subtracter has to be changed to some other design, but I have
no good suggestions of what that should be. The up-conversion mixer must also
cut some power consumption, but in this case I believe that the DC current can
be lowered without loosing too much of the performance.
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Appendix A
This appendix will briefly discuss the MOSFET’s and the BJT definitions and
functionality.

MOSFET
The basic structure of the n-channel MOS (nMOS) transistor built on a p-type
semiconductor substrate is shown in Figure 41. The definition of the channel
length and the channel width are depicted in Figure 42. The MOSFET (Metal
Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) consist of two p-n junctions
placed immediately adjacent to the channel region that is controlled by the MOS
gate. The carriers, i.e., electrons in an nMOS transistor, enter the structure
through the source contact (S), leave through the drain (D), and are subject to
the control of the gate (G) voltage. To ensure that both p-n junctions are
reversed-biased initially, the substrate potential is kept lower than the other three
potentials or at the same level as the source potential. [12]

Figure 41. A cross section of a typical nMOS transistor.

(a) (b)

Figure 42a The different transistor working modes. b,The definitions of the channel length
and with of the transistor.[12]
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The nMOS is turned on when the gate voltage minus the source voltage VGS is
larger than the threshold voltage VT. When VT is larger there can be no current
between the source and the drain. When the MOS is not off it can be either
linear or saturated, it depends on the drain to source voltage VDS. Next follows
the different operational regions and the different current equations.

NMOS

Cut off: VGS < VT

ID = 0

Linear Region: 0 < VGS - VT > VDS

ID = β((VGS - VT) - VDS/2)VDS(1 + λVDS)

Active (Saturation) Region: 0 < VGS - VT < VDS

ID = (β/2)(VGS - VT)2(1 + λVDS)

0 ox

W W
= K = C

L L
β µ′

The pMOS transistor has many similarities, it is turned off when the source to
gate voltage VSG is larger than the absolute value of |VT|. The other definitions
are shown below for the pMOS transistor.

PMOS

Cut off: VGS < |VT|
ID = 0

Linear Region: 0 < VSG - |VT| > VSD

ID = β((VSG - |VT|) - VSD/2)VSD (1 + λVSD)

Active (Saturation) Region: 0 < VSG - |VT| < VSD

ID = (β/2)(VSG - |VT|)2(1 + λVSD)

Finger structure
To limit the parasitic drain-bulk capacitors to ground a finger structure layout is
often used, and the parasitic capacitors can thereby almost be halved.
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BJT
The structure of the BJT (Bipolar Junction Transistor) consists of several
regions and layers of doped silicon, which essentially form the three terminals of
the device: emitter (E), base (B), and collector (C).

Figure 43. Cross-section of an npn-type BJT.[12]

The rectangular slice highlighted in Figure 43 represents the basic functional
BJT device, which essentially consists of two back-to-back connected pn
junctions. This basic structure is shown separately in Figure 44 with applied bias
voltage, VBE and VCB. Notice that with the voltage source polarities shown here,
the base-emitter junction is forward-biased, whereas the base-collector is
reversed-biased. This particular mode is called the forward active mode. The
circuit’s symbol of the npn transistor is also shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44. A simplified view of the BJT bias in the forward active mode with VBE and VCB and
the corresponding circuit symbol. [12]
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BE junction BC junction Operation Mode

Forward Reverse Forward active

Reverse Forward Reverse active

Forward Forward Saturation

Reverse Reverse Cut-off

Table 22. The different operation modes for a BJT.

Forward active region:

C F BI Iβ≈ ,

Fβ is in order of 100 to 1000 for a typical npn BJT

Reverse active region:

E R BI Iβ≈
Typical values for Rβ are between 0.6 and 10.

Saturation mode:

,

,

C sat
sat F

B sat

I

I
β β

 
≡ ≤ 

 
The value of satβ is not constant for a transistor operating in saturation, and that
is changes with the particular operating point.

Cut-off mode:

0EI ≈ and 0CI ≈
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Appendix B
A short description about the difference of class A, AB, B and C amplifiers. [14]

Power amplifiers

Class A
When a power amplifier (PA) is working in class A, The transistor amplifies the
full circle operation. The efficiency in this mode is not good, because of the high
DC current see Figure 45a. With no input signal the efficiency is 50 % and
decreases with increasing input.

Class B
In the class B the current is present during only one half of the cycle. During the
second half of the cycle, the transistor is in the cut-off region and no current
flows through the device, Figure 45c.

Class AB
Class AB combines the properties of the classes A and B and has a conducting
period between class A and B. This type of amplifiers is typically employed
when a high-power “linear” amplification of the RF signal is required, Figure
45b.

Class C
In a class C amplifier there is a non-zero current for less than half of the cycle
i.e. it is cut off most of the time, and it conducts only for short periods, Figure
45d.

Figure 45. The different amplifier classes current verses time is displayed.[15]
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Abbreviations

AC Alternating Current
ACI Adjacent Channel Interference
BJT Bipolar Junction Transistor
CF Cartesian feedback
DC Direct Current
I Interphase
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc
IF Intermediate Frequency
IMD InterModulation Distortion
MOSFET Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
PA Power Amplifier
Q Quaterphase
QPSK Quarter-Phase-Shift-Keying
RF Radio Frequency
RFIC Radio Frequency Integrated Circuits
SAT That is the power level where the power amplifier is

saturated.
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
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Glossary

Adjacent channel Sidokanal
Amplifier Förstärkare
Band Frekvensband
Baseband Basbandet (frekvens)
Cellular phone Mobiltelefon
Channels Kanal
Distortion Distortion, förvrängning
Error Fel
Feedback Återkoppling
Feedforward Framkoppling
Fundamental Grund (frekvens)
Intermodulation Intermodulation
Linearisation Linjärisering
Noise Brus
Phase Fas
Power Effekt
Predistortion Fördistortion
Saturated Mättad
Splitting Delning
Spurious Falsk, störning
Subtracter Subtraherare
Transfer characteristic Ström-spänningskurva
Transfer function Överföringsfunktion
Transmission Överföring
Unconditional Villkorslös
Wireless Trådlös
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